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Abstract
In selling pproducts is thee main thing too note, because of the appeaal of consumerr products willl be a consideration
in buying consumer gooods. The appeal may be pacckaging, taste,, price, volume or other prooduct attributess. To
cultivate thhe right produuct attributes reequired prefereences of consuumers. The puurpose of this rresearch is to know
k
the attribuutes and combbinations of pproduct attribuutes Borneo H
Hive the most preferred byy consumers. This
research uuses a quantitattive approach with an analyssis conjoint usse SPSS prograam 20.0. The ssample used in
n this
study is 500 consumers ever
e
buy Borneeo Hive and prroduct attributtes are examinned is the packkaging, volume
e and
price. The results of thiss study showed that the mosst preferred prroduct attributees consumers B
Borneo Hive is
i the
volume off packaging and
a
prices folllowed. And for the most preferred attrribute combinnation is the glass
packaging with a volumee of 500 ml - 3350 ml with thhe price of IDR
R 30,000–IDR.40,000.
Keywordss: product attriibutes, analysis conjoint, connsumer prefereences
1. Introdu
uction
The demannd for honey in Indonesia hhas been increeasing annuallyy, aside from sshowing high demand it’s also
a a
new businness opportunitty in Indonesiaa. The tight coompetition amoongst honey seeller has a veryy big impact to the
company B
Borneo Hive. Borneo Hive is a companyy that sells real honey prodducts from Kaalimantan, and
d was
establishedd in 2015. Whhen it was firstt established B
Borneo Hive pprovided the prroducts below
w: packaging: glass,
g
volume 3550ml and pricee IDR 75,000.. In order to ccompete in thee tougher markket in the folloowing year Bo
orneo
Hive releaased additionall products beloow: glass, 1500ml priced at IIDR 40,000, gllass 225ml priiced at IDR 50
0,000
and glass 2250ml priced at
a IDR 60,000..
Adding products in year 2016 did not aaffect sales levvel significantlly. This can bee seen from thee figure below:

Figure 1
Sources: Innternal, 2016
The varietty of choices inn product attribbute is due to other competitors that resultted in consumeers becoming more
selective iin choosing prroducts. This iis because of the different aattributes from
m different com
mpanies have their
own plus ppoints and onlly the consumeer can decide. Anis & Lapiaan (2014) said that the produuct attributes are an
important element that consumers
c
connsider importaant to base theiir purchase deecision on. Bassed on the problem
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explained, Borneo Hive would like to study the product attribute that consumers based their decision on when
deciding to purchase a certain product.
There were several existing studies that were used as the base for this study, the first study was a study done by
Barge & Bhola (2015). This study aimed to investigate consumer preference towards green cosmetic packaging
for powder. Another study was a study done by Cahyanti and Najib (2016) that aimed to identify the
characteristic of yoghurt drink consumers, analyzing consumer preference and consumer segmentation based on
the level of importance in the attributes for yoghurt drink. The last study that was used as an actual source for
this study was the study done by Barge, More dand Bhola (2015). The study aimed to investigate consumer
preference in product attributes for soap, and the attribute variable used was the hydrogen saturation, price,
material and type of scent.
2. Theoretical Background
2.1 Consumer Preference
According to Frank (2011:63), preference is a process of ranking all the products that can be consumed with the
goal of obtaining a preference over a product or a service. From the result of the ranking process done by the
customer, they can obtain the best products or services. Aside from that, according to Kotler in Sentosa and
Poniman (2015) consumer preference is the feeling of like or dislike that an individual has towards a product
(goods or services) that is consumed.
2.2 Product Attribute
Kotler and Amstrong (2014: 253) explained that the product attribute is the development of a product or a
service that involves determining the benefit or use that the product yield and that use is communicated and
conveyed. This became the base of choosing the three attributes consisting of price, packaging and volume/
content. The definition of product attribute according to Tjiptono in Resmawati (2013) is the product elements
that the consumers deem important to be the base of decision making when making a purchase.
2.3 Packaging
Packaging is the activity of designing and producing a container or a wrapping for a product (Kotler and
Amstrong, 2013: 368). A good packaging will attract consumer and encourage them to choose the product
(Kotler and Keller, 2013: 368). According to Klimchuck & Krasovec in Mawadah (2014) the function of
packaging design is to communicate the difference in product visually. The size of the packaging is very tightly
related with the way of handling after, in terms of storage, transportation or as an instrument to attract consumers’
attention. (Boko 2013:12).
2.4 Price
According to Laksana in Trisnawan (2014), the price is the amount of money needed in order to exchange for the
combination of product and services. Aside from that Barge & Bhola (2015) defined price as the amount of
money billed for a product or an amount exchanged by the consumer to gain the benefit of owning or using the
product.
2.5 Relationship between Product Attribute and Consumer Preference
Product attribute became the base for consumers’ preference to choose a certain product. According to
Simamora in Sentoso and Poniman (2015), there are several steps that needs to be done before consumer form
their preferences, the first is to assume that consumers view a product as a collection of attributes, different
consumers have different perceptions about which attributes are relevant. Second, the level of importance for
each attribute differs according to the needs and wants of each individual. Consumer has different emphasis on
the attributes that they deem most important. Third, consumers develop an amount of trust about the position of
each product in each attribute. Fourth, the level of satisfaction for each consumer about a product varies
according to the difference in attribute. Fifth, consumer will act a certain way towards a brand differently
through an evaluation process. Consumer preference focuses on the result of the best stimuli combination based
on the level of usefulness obtained from the calculation, and the importance level of the attributes of the product
(Prasidya, Deoranto, and Silalahi, 2015).
3. Research Methodology
The research approach was done using descriptive model and quantitative approach as well as conjoint analysis.
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3.1 Population
Population is the generalized area consisting of: object/subject that has a specific characteristic assigned by the
researcher to study and draw conclusion from (Sugiyono, 2012: 90). Population used in this study is 100
consumers that purchased Borneo Hive’s product.
3.2 Research Sample
Sample is a fraction of the population and has the characteristic of the population (Sugiyono 2012:120).
Sampling in this study was done using the Slovin formula which was 50 consumers that purchased Borneo
Hive’s product.
3.3 Data Collection Method
The data collection techniques that can be used are interview, questionnaire, observation and all three (Sugiyono ,
2014:137). The data collection technique used in this study was using primary data obtained from questionnaire.
According to Sugiyono (2014: 142), questionnaire is an efficient data collection technique if the researcher
knows with whom the variable will be measured against and what can be expected from the respondent. The
questionnaire was distributed to consumers who purchased Borneo Hive’s products.
3.4 Data Analysis Method
The analysis used in this study was conjoint analysis. According to Kotler and Keller (2013:221), conjoint
analysis is a method that originated from the usefulness value disclosed by the consumer based on the level of
usefulness of a product’s attribute. Conjoint analysis is a non-parametric analysis, and non-parametric analysis is
a statistic that does not need assumptions about the shape of the distribution or is randomly distributed, therefore
it does not need assumption for population that will be tested.
4. Result and Discussion
4.1 Results
The data processing in this study was done with the help of SPSS version 20.0, and the analysis used in this
study was conjoint analysis to investigate consumer preference in choosing Borneo Hive’s products. The
attributes used in this study was packaging, volume and price. Below are the variables for each of the selected
attributes:
Table 1. Product attribute
Product Atribute

Variable

Packaging

Plastic
Glass

Volume

50m-150ml
150ml-250ml
350ml-500ml

Price

IDR 30.000- IDR 40.000
IDR 40.000 -IDR 50.000
IDR 50.000- IDR 60.000

Source: Internal, 2016
Therefore, there were 9 stimuli combinations formed as listed below:
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Table 2. Sttimuli combinnation results

Stimuli coombination forrmed in table 2 was used to determine the ranking in thee questionnairee that was given to
the 50 resppondents. Resppondents will then rank the combinations accordingly, 9 being the com
mbination they
y like
most and 1 being the com
mbination theyy like least.
4.2 Utility Value
Table 3. U
Utility value alll variants
Utilities
Utiility Estimate Std. Error

Packagin

Volume

Price

Plastic

-1,,255

,236

Glass

1,2255

,236

50ml - 1550ml

-2,,140

,315

150ml - 2250ml

,0000

,315

350ml - 5500ml

2,1140

,315

IDR. 30.0000 - IDR. 40..000

,6660

,315

IDR. 40.0000 - IDR. 50..000

-,2260

,315

IDR. 50.0000 - IDR. 60..000

-,4400

,315

5,4418

,236

(Constantt)
Source: SP
PSS, 2016

Accordingg to the utilityy value in Tab
able 3, againstt packaging atttribute, the aattribute plastic packaging has
h a
negative vvalue (-1.255) and is thereforre disliked by the respondennt. On the conttrary, glass pacckaging attribu
ute is
liked by reespondents beccause of the poositive value (11.255)
Accordingg to utility valuue in table 3 against volum
me attribute, thhe volume attrribute 50ml-1550ml (2,140) is not
favored byy respondents, whereas volum
me attribute voolume 150ml-2250ml (0.000) is favored by consumers an
nd the
volume atttribute most faavored by conssumers is 350m
ml-500ml(2.1440).
Accordingg to the utility value in table 3 against pricce attribute, priice attribute ID
DR 30,000 – IIDR 40,000 (0.660)
is favoredd by respondennts, respondennts does not reeally favor thee price attributte of IDR 40,000 – IDR 50
0,000
(-0.260) annd price attribuute of IDR 50,000 – IDR 660,000 (-0.400)) based on the negative values.
Therefore,, in conclusionn, the best com
mbination of aattribute basedd on the utilityy value is a Boorneo Hive pro
oduct
with glass packaging andd volume of 3550ml-500ml prriced at IDR 30,000 – IDR 440,000.
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4.3 Value of Importance
Table 4. Value of important
Packaging

27,672

Volume

48,887

Price

23,441

Source: SPSS, 2016
Table 4 displays the level of importance for each attribute in this study, the most important being volume
(48.887%), followed by packaging (27.672%) and the last is price (23.441%).
4.4 Predictive Accuracy
Predictive Accuracy was done with the aim to evaluate the correlation between the estimated value and the
actual value measured by the accuracy value in terms of Pearson’s R and Kendall’s tau.
Table 5. Predictive accuracy
Value

Sig.

Pearson's R

,984

,000

Kendall's tau

,944

,000

Source: SPSS, 2016
According to table 5 the correlation value of Pearson’s R is 0.984 and Kendall’s tau is 0.944. This indicated a
very high correlation value since it’s more than 0.05 and is coupled with significance value of less than 0.05.
Table 6 displayed the product attribute that is most favored and that is volume product attribute with the value
48.885% followed by packaging 27.672% and lastly price 23.441%. For the attribute combination most favored
is the product with glass packaging with volume 350ml-500ml and priced at Rp. 30.000 – Rp. 40.000
Table 6. Utility value all varians
Utilities

Packaging

Volume

Price

Utility Estimate

Std. Error

Plastic

-1,255

,236

Glass

1,255

,236

50ml - 150ml

-2,140

,315

150ml - 250ml

,000

,315

350ml - 500ml

2,140

,315

IDR 30.000 - IDR. 40.000

,660

,315

IDR. 40.000 - IDR. 50.000

-,260

,315

IDR. 50.000 - IDR 60.000

-,400

,315

5,418

,236

(Constant)
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5. Discussion
5.1 Packaging
Table 4 indicated that the packaging variable attribute for honey product that is most favored is glass packaging
with utility value of 1.255. This indicated that respondents favor glass packaging more than plastic packaging.
This is correlated with the occupation of the respondent with majority being undergraduate students with higher
education that shows awareness to green marketing by selecting glass packaging. Glass packaging can be
recycled and does not pollute the environment and adds to the aesthetic of the product.
5.2 Volume
Table 4 indicated that the volume attribute most favored is 350ml-500ml because it has the utility value of 2.140.
This indicated that the respondent prefer volume product attribute of 350ml-500ml compared to 50ml-150ml and
150ml-250ml. The fact that respondents prefer 350ml-500ml as the volume attribute indicated that respondents
purchase and consume honey product on a daily basis due to its large quantity.
5.3 Price
Table 4 indicated that the price attribute most favored is IDR 30,000 – IDR 40,000 because it has the utility
value of 0,660. This indicated that the respondents prefer the price product attribute IDR 30,000 – IDR 40,000
compared to IDR 40,000 – IDR 50,000 and IDR 50,000 – IDR 60,000. The fact that respondents chose the
cheapest price range IDR 30,000 – IDR 40,000 indicated that consumers or respondents of Borneo Hive is
sensitive towards price, they seem to think that honey is not a primary good but rather a secondary good and
therefore will think to select a secondary good with the cheapest price.
6. Conclusion and Suggestion
6.1 Conclusion
According to the study result done by conjoint analysis that considered three attributes which were packaging,
volume and price the findings indicated that the product attribute that the respondents feel was most important is
volume (48.887%), followed by packaging (27.672%) and lastly price (23.441%) and the combination of product
attribute most favored by consumers is Borneo Hive product with glass packaging and volume of 350ml-500ml
priced at IDR 30,000 – IDR 40,000.
6.2 Suggestion
6.2.1 Suggestion for the Company
a)

The results from this research will hopefully be useful for Borneo Hive as a base to develop their products.
This is due to the fact that the research result was obtained from the respondents which are Borneo Hive’s
consumers.

b)

The results from this research will hopefully help Borneo Hive to improve upon the positive factors that the
company already possess and to change the negative factors into a positive one for the company.

c)

The results from this research might change overtime due to the development of consumers’ demands,
therefore company is expected to conduct survey regularly to be able to adjust to the changes in market
demand.

d)

Research results is expected to be used according to the adjustments to the real market conditions.

6.2.2 Suggestion for Further Studies
a) Further studies should consider the product attribute that is most important for the object of the research
before conducting conjoint analysis..
b) Further studies should not include too many product attributes and level so as to not make it difficult for
respondents to respond to the questionnaire and therefore the respondents may not respond as optimally as
expected.
c) Further studies is expected to present pictures and more comprehensive explanation to respondents when
conducting the survey.
6.3 Research Limitation
The limitation in this study is the distance and time to meet the respondents. The respondents chosen were
consumers that has previously bought Borneo Hive product. Because the respondents are spread all over
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Surabaya, the researcher needed time to travel the distance in order to collect the data from the respondents
individually.
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